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Knit a masterpiece!Discover the how yarn and needles become artistic tools when you work on
the beautiful canvas of a circular yoke. The timeless technique of knitting sweaters with nearly
invisible shaping allows for painterly colorwork, illustrative lace, beautifully chiseled cables, and
so much more. Open the pages of The Art of Circular Yokes to find: • Detailed information on
the math behind circular yokes and how to achieve a more customized fit from designer Holli
Yeoh. Plus insights into designing your own original patterns. • Curated collection of 15
stunning circular yoke pullovers and cardigans from some of your favorite designers--including
Jenn Steingass, Kate Gagnon Osborn, Jennifer Wood, Andrea Cull, and others. • Projects
that once knit become treasured keepsakes for years to come.No handknit wardrobe is
completely with one of these iconic sweaters. With The Art of Circular Yokes you have
everything you need to make an heirloom for your collection.
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WEBSTER’S DICTIONARY defines art form as “an undertaking or activity enhanced by a high
level of skill or refinement.” Thus, even though some consider it humble, knitting is an art form.
Whether sitting at an elder’s knee or in a designer’s classroom, we can spend a lifetime refining
our techniques and conquering a variety of skills.As we practice our craft with yarn and
needles, we work on canvases of stitches to create knitted masterpieces. One of the most
iconic canvases is the circular yoke. Designers, with their boundless ingenuity, give us
garments with painterly colorwork, illustrative lace, beautifully chiseled cables, and so much
more.Have you ever stopped to wonder just how they do it? How do knitting masters design the
nearly seamless sweaters that frame our faces and drape across our shoulders so beautifully?
We explore the answers to these questions in The Art of Circular Yokes. Our instructor in the
math behind circular yokes and the nuances of shaping is designer Holli Yeoh. Whether you
seek to design this style of sweater or to simply feed your knitterly curiosity, deepening your
understanding will be fascinating.From there, walk through the halls of our sweater “gallery,” a
curated collection of 15 unique and stunning patterns to expand your handknitted wardrobe
while honing your skills in a variety of techniques. Top down or bottom up, with colorwork, lace,
cables, or slipped stitches, this collection acts as your master class to knitting the finest circular
yoke pullovers and cardigans our designers have to offer. They act as our tutors, giving us new
lessons with each pattern they create.Grab your yarn and needles, choose your next cast-on,
and knit your way to a new design that shows your love of this art form.Kerry Bogert, Knitter
and Editorial Director, BooksThe Math OF CIRCULAR YOKESThere are many approaches to
calculating a circular yoke, and the rules can easily be bent. The patterns in this book give
examples of several different approaches, yet they all share the same basic principles. | BY
HOLLI YEOHWHETHER WORKING BOTTOM UP or top down, the same calculations are
required. You need to decide on your neckline stitches and determine the lower yoke stitches
where the sleeves meet the body and the distance over which you’ll work your shaping rounds.
Circular yoke sweaters can be worked in the round or flat (sometimes, in the case of
cardigans). All references to rounds/rows throughout this section will be stated more simply as
rounds, but rows may be substituted.Basic Yoke ConstructionThe circular yoke sweater is



composed of three cylinders (one for the body and two for the sleeves), plus a funnel for the
yoke (FIGURE 1). Where the body and sleeves join—or separate, depending on which
direction you’re working—there’s an underarm span of stitches that are set aside or added to
each of those cylinders where they meet.FIGURE 1: The cylinders and funnel shapes that
make up a sweater with a circular yoke.The yoke is shaped throughout its depth to create a
funnel shape. It can be further shaped by raising the back neck so the front sits more
comfortably on the wearer. This is achieved by working short-row shaping at the back, adding
height to the back of the sweater but not the front. The short-rows can be added anywhere on
the back of the yoke, often just below the neckline or below the yoke motif (or both).Before you
begin your calculations, you’ll need accurate body measurements and the stitch and round
gauges for your chosen yarn and stitch pattern(s).Body MeasurementsTaking accurate body
measurements is a two-person job. Take the following measurements (FIGURE 2) over basic
undergarments and, at most, a close-fitting T-shirt, while standing straight and looking
forward.FIGURE 2: Body measurements, viewed from back.Neck Circumference: Measure
around the base of the neck, crossing over the prominent bone at the back of the neck and the
hollow at the front of the neck. It’s easier to place a length of yarn or string around the neck and
then measure the yarn.Cross-Back Width: About halfway between the top of the shoulder and
the underarm, beginning and ending directly above the underarm crease, measure across the
back. This is the distance between armhole seams on a well-fitting T-shirt.Yoke Depth: Tie a
piece of elastic or string around the body just below the armpits (this is shown in the figure with
a horizontal broken line). Make sure the arms can be raised above the head and that the string
is tied snugly. It should be about 1" (2.5 cm) below where the arm meets the body. Measure
from the prominent bone at the back of the neck straight down the back to the string.Bust
Circumference: Measure around the fullest part of the bust, making sure the measuring tape is
parallel to the floor and not sagging in the back.Upper Arm Circumference: Measure around
the fullest part of the upper arm.One of the swatches Jennifer made for the Morris sweater.“I
calculated the yoke-pattern gauge along with the Stockinette stitch gauge. I had to take care
that the neck circumference didn’t get too small, because there was a significant difference
between the two gauges." —JENNIFER WOODGaugeSwatching is a necessity when
designing a sweater. Knit a large-enough swatch to get a good sense of the drape and feel of
the fabric you’re creating with your chosen yarn. Measure the gauge both before and after
washing and blocking. Large swatches also give a better representation of the gauge. At a
minimum, work a 6" (15 cm) square plus additional edging stitches and rows. If your sweater
will be worked in the round, then you need to knit the swatch in the round for accuracy, as
working flat versus in the round can affect your gauge (see note on How to Swatch in the
Round below). Measure in the center of the swatch, away from the edges, where the stitches
tend to be distorted (FIGURE 3). If the sweater contains more than one stitch pattern, they all
need to be swatched.FIGURE 3: Make a swatch at least 6" (15 cm) square and measure the 4-
inch (10 cm) section—or the increment given in the pattern—at the center of the swatch.HOW
TO SWATCH IN THE ROUNDA shortcut to swatching in the round is to cast on the same
number of stitches on a circular needle as you would for a flat swatch. Work garter stitch or
moss stitch for a few rows, then work the first right-side round in your stitch pattern with a moss-
stitch border at the edges. When you come to the end of the row, don’t turn; with the right side
facing, slide the stitches back to the other end of the needle. Leaving a large loop of the
working yarn running across the back, work another right-side round. Continue in this manner,
working only right-side rounds, until the swatch is the desired length. Finish off with more
garter stitch or moss stitch and bind off. The edges will be messy, but don’t worry about it. You



can tidy them as you go or cut the strands and tie them off at the end to make blocking and
measuring the swatch easier. If the strands are left long enough for the swatch to lie flat, they
don’t need to be cut.If the pre- and post-blocking gauges are different, you’ll need to take that
change into consideration. Use the blocked gauge for most of your calculations, but in
situations where you want to knit to a particular length as opposed to a number of rounds,
convert the measurement so you know the unblocked length. For example, imagine your
unblocked gauge is 7.5 rnds/inch (3 rnds/cm) and the blocked gauge is 7 rnds/inch (2.8 rnds/
cm). You want to have a 15" (38 cm) body length (from hem to armhole). Multiply that length by
the blocked round gauge and then divide it by the unblocked round gauge to get the actual
measurement to knit.IMPERIAL15" × 7 rnds/inch = 105 rnds105 rnds ÷ 7.5 rnds/inch =
14"METRIC38 cm × 2.8 rnds/cm = 106.4 rnds = 106 rnds106 rnds ÷ 3 rnds/cm = 35.3 cmIn
this example, you would knit until your body length measures 14" (35.5 cm), since the yarn is
unblocked when you’re measuring it; after you finish and block the sweater, it will grow to the
desired 15" (38 cm).You’ll note that doing the math with metric versus imperial measurements
resulted in a slightly different number of rounds (106 versus 105). This is because knitters
specify gauge in blocks of 4" (10 cm), but 4" isn’t precisely equal to 10 cm. If we were
designing high-precision equipment, this might present a problem, but knitting is inherently
flexible and forgiving, and if you calculate 1 more or 1 fewer round than someone from a
different country might, no one’s going to notice, and the sweater is still going to fit.Design
DecisionsEASEEase is the difference between the measurements of the wearer’s body and
the finished measurements of a garment. The finished sweater can be larger than, the same
size as, or smaller than the body measurements. These are referred to as positive ease, zero
ease, and negative ease, respectively.There are two kinds of ease that need to be taken into
account when designing a sweater. Wearing ease is the minimum ease needed for comfort. For
example, a tight sleeve with negative ease wouldn’t be very comfortable, especially through the
elbow, so even though a sweater with negative ease through the bust can be attractive, some
positive ease is probably desired in the sleeve. Design ease is the ease required to create a
particular silhouette, such as puffed sleeves or an A-line shape.NECK TREATMENTThe
neckline of a sweater is the line around the neck opening before any neck finishing is worked.
The neck finishing is the trim or edging applied to the neckline, such as ribbing, a turtleneck, or
a rolled edge. It’s not completely necessary to have a neck finishing; this would be a design
decision. The neck finishing will most likely impact both the yoke depth and the neckline
circumference, so decisions should be made before calculating the yoke shaping.The
MathWith basic measurements, gauge in hand, and the design decisions made, the next step
is to determine the stitch and round counts. This is done by combining body measurements
and ease, then multiplying by gauge. The next few pages explain the calculations to make,
followed by examples showing you the math. The accompanying figures give you the same
formulas without any sample math.The math doesn’t always work out to be perfect whole
numbers. There will be many instances where you’ll need to round to the nearest whole
number, or possibly the nearest even or odd number. To make it work with a stitch pattern,
you’ll need to round to the pattern repeat number. For example, imagine you have 38" × 5 sts/
inch = 190 sts (for those of you working in metric, that would be 95 cm x 2 sts/cm = 190 sts),
but the stitch pattern has a 6-stitch pattern repeat. So the actual number will need to be 186 sts
or 192 sts, depending on which works best with your design and other calculations. This is
where you, the designer, step in to make decisions.One of the swatches Holli Yeoh made for
her Twill cardigan.Regardless of the direction of knitting, the calculations are the same, and the
shaping will either add or eliminate stitches to create the desired shape. The example numbers



provided in the calculations in this section are for a round-neck sweater to fit a 36" (91.5 cm)
bust with 2" (5 cm) positive ease at a gauge of 20 sts and 28 rnds = 4" (10 cm), i.e., 5 sts and
7 rnds per inch (2 sts and 2.8 rnds per cm).Note that the body and sleeve cylinders are not
discussed here, other than determining their circumference where they join the
yoke.MEASUREMENTSThese are the basic measurements that are key to calculating the
circular yoke. Remember, the numbers and calculations given below are just for the purpose of
giving an example—they’re not universal.Bust Circumference = 36" (91.5 cm)Cross-Back
Width = 143 D4" (37.5 cm)Neck Circumference = 141 D2" (37 cm)Upper Arm Circumference =
11" (28 cm)Yoke Depth = 7" (19.5 cm)DESIGN DECISIONSThere are more design decisions
that can be made than the ones listed below, but the following are essential.Body Ease = 2" (5
cm)Sleeve Ease = 1" (2.5 cm)Neck Ease = 0" (0 cm)Neck Edging = 1" (2.5 cm)Front Neck
Drop = 11 D2" (3.8 cm)Yoke Depth Ease = 0" (0 cm)STITCH COUNTSCircumference and width
stitch counts are determined by adding together the body measurement and ease and then
multiplying by the stitch gauge. Refer to FIGURE 4 (page 12) as you read the next
sections.FIGURE 4 Stitch counts.Body and Sleeve StitchesIMPERIAL(A) Bust sts = (Bust
Circumference + Body Ease) × st gauge = (36"+ 2") × 5 sts = 190 sts(B) Sleeve sts = (Upper
Arm Circumference + Sleeve Ease) × st gauge = (11" + 1") × 5 sts = 60 stsMETRIC(A) Bust
sts = (Bust Circumference + Body Ease) × st gauge = (91.5 cm + 5 cm) × 2 sts = 193 sts(B)
Sleeve sts = (Upper Arm Circumference + Sleeve Ease) × st gauge = (28 cm + 2.5 cm) × 2 sts
= 61 stsUnderarm StitchesThe underarm span is about 35–50% of the difference between the
sweater width and the cross-back width, with the greater percentage used for the smaller sizes.
The remaining stitches that are the difference between the sweater width and the cross-back
width can be used in a short section of raglan shaping on each side of the underarm span, if
desired. The raglan shaping helps distribute the yoke shaping and provides a better fit through
the underarm area, but is entirely optional. If raglan shaping is included, it can also be worked
over fewer sts (it’s not necessary to use the full amount of Raglan Shaping stitches as
calculated below).(C) Bust Width = Bust sts ÷ 2 = 190 sts ÷ 2 = 95 sts**This calculation, and
some that follow, are the same regardless of which measurement system you use; in these
cases, we've drawn values from previous Imperial calculations (e.g., 190 bust sts instead of
193) rather than showing the same calculation twice.ORDER OF OPERATIONS IN A MATH
EQUATIONIf you recall your grade-school math, some operations in an equation take
precedence over others. Compute the numbers inside brackets first, then parentheses,
followed by multiplication and division, and finally addition and subtraction.IMPERIALCross-
Back sts = Cross-Back Width × st gauge = 143 D4" × 5 sts = 73.75 sts (if bust width is odd/even,
round to nearest odd/even number) = 73 stsMETRICCross-Back sts = Cross-Back Width × st
gauge = 37.5 cm × 2 sts = 75 sts(D) Underarm Span sts = (Bust Width – Cross-Back sts) ÷ 2 =
(95 sts – 73 sts) ÷ 2 = 11 sts(E) Lower Yoke Circumference (around sleeves and body) = Bust
sts + (2 × Sleeve sts) – (4 × Underarm Span) = 190 sts + (2 × 60 sts) – (4 × 11 sts) = 266
sts(F) Raglan Shaping sts (optional) = 2 × Underarm Span = 2 × 11 sts = 22 sts (round up or
down to a number divisible by 8) = 16 or 24 stsStitch Distribution for Raglan MarkersIf the
optional raglan shaping is included, the following calculations determine how many stitches fall
between the sleeve and body markers, both at the wide end and the narrow end of the raglan
shaping. Each section of raglan shaping is like a triangular wedge between sleeve and body
sts, increasing (if you’re working top down) or decreasing (if you’re working bottom up)
additional stitches.(G) Lower Front/Back Width sts = Bust sts – [Underarm Span × 2]) ÷ 2 =
(190 sts – [11 sts × 2]) ÷ 2 = 84 sts(H) Lower Sleeve sts = Sleeve sts – Underarm Span = 60
sts – 11 sts = 49 stsTo Confirm Lower Total Stitch Count = (2 × Lower Front/Back Width sts) +



(2 × Lower Sleeve sts) = (2 × 84) + (2 × 49 sts) = 266 sts (same st count as Lower Yoke
Circumference)(I) Upper Front/Back Width sts = Lower Front/Back Width sts – (Raglan
Shaping sts ÷ 4) = 84 sts – (24 sts ÷ 4) = 78 sts(J) Upper Sleeve sts = Lower Sleeve sts –
(Raglan Shaping sts ÷ 4) = 49 sts – (24 sts ÷ 4) = 43 sts(K) Upper Total Stitch Count = (2 ×
Upper Front/Back Width sts) + (2 × Upper Sleeve sts) = (2 × 78) + (2 × 43 sts) = 242
stsNeckline StitchesThe neckline circumference is the upper edge of the sweater, excluding
any neck edging. The neck circumference is the circumference of the finished edging at its top
edge. For round neck designs, the neck circumference is usually a smaller circle inside the
slightly larger circle of the neckline circumference. Neckline circumference is therefore
calculated by determining the radius of the desired neck circumference, adding the depth of
the neck edging, then using the old high-school formula C = 2<� to determine the circumference
without edging, and finally multiplying it by the stitch gauge.IMPERIALNeck Circumference =
(Neck Circumference + Neck Ease) × st gauge = (141 D2" + 0") × 5 sts = 71.25 sts (round to a
whole number) = 71 stsNeckline Circumference = (Neck Circumference ÷ <� ÷ 2 + Neck Edging)
× <� × 2 = (141 D2" ÷ 3.14 ÷ 2 + 1") × 3.14 × 2 = 20.78"(L) Neckline sts = Neckline Circumference ×
st gauge = 20.78" × 5 sts = 103.9 sts (round to a whole number) = 104 stsMETRICNeck
Circumference = (Neck Circumference + Neck Ease) × st gauge = (37 cm + 0 cm) × 2 sts = 73
stsNeckline Circumference = (Neck Circumference ÷ <� ÷ 2 + Neck Edging) × <� × 2 = (37 cm ÷
3.14 ÷ 2 + 2.5 cm) × 3.14 × 2 = 52.7 cm(L) Neckline sts = Neckline Circumference × st gauge
= 52.7 cm × 2 sts = 105.4 sts (round to a whole number) = 105 stsIn situations where the neck
finishing will stand up from the neckline, such as a vertical collar or turtleneck, the neckline is
often the same circumference as the neck circumference (including any desired ease).Shaping
StitchesThe total number of stitches to be either increased or decreased when shaping the
yoke is the difference between the lower yoke circumference and the neckline circumference. If
raglan shaping is used, then these stitches should also be subtracted.(M) Total Yoke Shaping
sts = Lower Yoke Circumference – Neckline sts – Raglan Shaping sts = 266 sts – 104 sts – 24
sts = 138 stsShort-Row Shaping StitchesIf short-rows are used to raise the back neckline, they
need to run the whole width of the back yoke and taper around the front. The short-row closest
to the neck should use half of the yoke sts in that round. The lowest short-row should leave
about 1 D4 to 1 D6 of the front stitches untouched. If the resulting intervals between short-row turns
are fewer than 2 stitches, consider splitting the short-rows into two groups. The Shaping
Interval is the number of stitches between the end of each short-row and the previous short-
row.IMPERIALNumber of Short-Rows = Front Neck Drop × row gauge = 11 D2" × 7 rows/inch =
10.5 rows (round to an even number) = 10 rowsMETRICNumber of Short-Rows = Front Neck
Drop × row gauge = 3.8 cm × 2.8 rows/cm = 10.5 rows (round to an even number) = 10
rowsBack Yoke sts = circumference sts* ÷ 2 = 104 sts ÷ 2 = 52 sts**circumference sts = the
number of sts in the round where the short-row shaping will begin. This may be the Neckline
sts, the Lower Yoke Circumference, or the circumference at any point along the depth of the
yoke where you plan the shaping. For this example, the Neckline sts are used.Side Yoke sts
(how far short-rows extend past either side of Back Yoke sts) = circumference sts ÷ 6 = 104 sts
÷ 6 = 17.33 (round to a whole number) = 17 sts each sideNumber of Shaping Intervals =
Number of Short-Rows ÷ 2 = 10 rows ÷ 2 = 5 timesShaping Interval = Side Yoke sts ÷ Number
of Shaping Intervals = 17 sts ÷ 5 times = 3.4 sts (needs to be a whole number, so will change
Side Yoke sts to 15) = 3 stsROUND COUNTSThe full yoke depth includes the neck edging
treatment (unless you plan for it to rise higher than the prominent bone at the back neck, as
with a turtleneck) and short-rows, if they’re used. Therefore, the only place on the completed
yoke that measures the full yoke depth is at the back neck. With that in mind, both the depth of



the neck edging and the depth of the short-rows need to be subtracted from the yoke depth
measurement to determine the number of rounds remaining to distribute the yoke shaping and
create any decorative patterning. If raglan shaping is used at the underarms, these rounds also
need to be subtracted. Refer to FIGURE 5 as you read the following sections.FIGURE 5:
Round counts.IMPERIAL(A) Back Yoke rnds = (Yoke Depth + Yoke Depth Ease – Neck Edging)
× rnd gauge = (75 D8" + 0" – 1") × 7 rnds = 46.375 rnds (round to a whole number) = 46 rnds(B)
Number of Short-Rows = Front Neck Drop × row gauge = 11 D2" × 7 rows = 10.5 rows (round to
an even number) = 10 rows(C) Front Yoke rnds = Back Yoke rnds – Number of Short-Rows =
46 rnds – 10 rows = 36 rnds(D) Raglan rnds (optional) = (Raglan Shaping sts ÷ 8) × 2 = (24
sts ÷ 8) × 2 = 6 rnds (raglan shaping is worked every other round)(E) Remaining Rnds for
Shaping = Front Yoke rnds – Raglan rnds = 36 rnds – 6 rnds = 30 rndsMETRIC(A) Back Yoke
rnds = (Yoke Depth + Yoke Depth Ease – Neck Edging) × rnd gauge = (19.5 cm + 0 cm – 2.5
cm) × 2.8 rnds = 47.6 rnds (round to a whole number) = 48 rnds(B) Number of Short-Rows =
Front Neck Drop × row gauge = 3.8 cm × 2.8 rows = 10.64 rows (round to an even number) =
10 rows(C) Front Yoke rnds = Back Yoke rnds – Number of Short-Rows = 48 rnds – 10 rows =
38 rnds(D) Raglan rnds (optional) = (Raglan Shaping sts ÷ 8) × 2 = (24 sts ÷ 8) × 2 = 6 rnds
(raglan shaping is worked every other round)(E) Remaining Rnds for Shaping = Front Yoke
rnds – Raglan rnds = 38 rnds – 6 rnds = 32 rndsA wider neckline that sits lower on the
shoulders will have an impact on the yoke depth. Since the neckline is lower, the yoke depth
should be shorter. A wide neckline with a deep yoke can have a sloppy look.One of the
swatches Margaret made for the Dover sweater.“. . . accumulate decreases and make a larger
number on one row and then don’t make any for several rows.” —MARGARET
HOLZMANNThe Art of Circular Yoke ShapingThere are countless ways to arrange the shaping
stitches and rounds on circular yokes. This flexibility provides endless design possibilities, but
it’s also difficult to narrow it down to a simple formula. That said, here are a few methods to get
you started.Take a look at your body and note where the greatest difference in circumference is
through the yoke region. Note that the neck is a small circumference, but just a couple of
inches below the neck, the yoke needs to expand to cover the shoulders and upper torso. That
short distance, between the neckline and shoulders, is where the majority of the yoke shaping
occurs at a rapid rate. Between the shoulders and lower yoke, less shaping is required.Once
you have all your numbers, you need to fit the yoke motif into the space remaining. This is
where things will change and shift, and the final numbers are somewhat at the mercy of the
motif. Some adjustments will need to be made to accommodate both the yoke motif and the
yoke shaping. Don’t obsess if the numbers for the yoke motif aren’t exactly the same as your
initial numbers. It’s knitting. It stretches. The beauty of designing circular yokes is that they’re
forgiving.A few approaches for yoke shaping and motif placement are outlined below. Often a
combination of shaping strategies along with the dictates of a given yoke motif is used to
achieve the desired results.FUNNEL SHAPING WITH CONCENTRIC ROUNDSConsider
raglan constructions that suggest decreasing 8 sts every other round from underarm to neck;
that translates to 4 sts every round. For a circular yoke, you’re decreasing the same number of
stitches, but they’re redistributed so there are sections where there is no shaping, then the
accumulated stitches are eliminated in a single round a few times throughout the depth of the
yoke. The yoke depth on a circular yoke sweater is more customizable because of the non-
shaping rounds than its raglan counterpart with its rigid formula.The number of shaping rounds
can be anywhere from three (FIGURE 6) to five or more. The stitches from one of the shaping
rounds can be converted into raglan shaping, as touched upon earlier in “The Math”. Shaping
rounds are positioned closer together toward the neckline and farther apart toward the lower



yoke. As much as half of the lower yoke can be worked without any shaping. The number of
shaping stitches on each shaping round can be divided fairly evenly, with fewer shaping
stitches in the round nearest the neckline, especially if working only three shaping rounds. The
rounds between the shaping rounds are worked without shaping and are an excellent
opportunity to work design motifs.FIGURE 6: Three concentric rounds of shaping, their
placement indicated with black dots.Shetland knitters, with their wealth of small colorwork
motifs, use this method by inserting plain rounds of knitting between bands of stitch motifs. The
shaping occurs in those plain rounds. Elizabeth Zimmermann—the late renowned knitting
teacher, PBS host, author and publisher, and designer—also embraced this method and
placed three shaping rounds in the top half of the yoke, equally distributing the shaping stitches
across each shaping round.PATTERN SHAPINGWedgesDesigns with skinny, pie-shaped
repeats include the shaping stitches as part of the pattern repeat. These are essentially
wedges that are strung together to make a circle (FIGURE 7). There is a bit of trial and error in
this approach. Working with graph paper and swatching are essential to developing a wedge
motif, as is playing with the numbers. For example, determine your lower yoke stitch count and
figure out how many pattern repeats will fit. Then look at what the neckline stitch count will be
based on that number of repeats. You may need to adjust the shaping in your wedge, work an
extra shaping round between the motif and the neckline, or adapt your original design plan.
The traditional Icelandic Lopi sweater takes advantage of the wedge approach.FIGURE 7:
Pattern shaping with wedges, the shaping stitches indicated with black dots.“I was working with
a lace pattern and constrained by the design on where I could logically decrease.” —ANDREA
CULLShetland Tree and StarThe iconic Shetland pine tree and star motif is distinctive in its
shaping as well. The yoke motif is composed of wedge-shaped trees alternating with square-
shaped stars (FIGURE 8). All of the shaping in the motif occurs at the ends of the tree
branches. Additional concentric shaping rounds before and after the colorwork are often used
to achieve the desired stitch counts.FIGURE 8: Shetland pine tree and star motif, with the
shaping stitches indicated by black dots.Fit and Other ConsiderationsFor some body shapes,
you may want to redistribute the shaping stitches around the body. For example, someone with
rounded shoulders and a hunched back will need more fabric across the back of the yoke for a
good fit. Therefore, more shaping stitches should be placed across the back yoke and fewer
across the front yoke. When taking body measurements, compare the front and back halves of
the circumference measurements and look for discrepancies. It will be easier to accommodate
these differences if the concentric-rounds method of shaping is used.Raglan shaping as part of
the underarm shaping may be used for a more refined fit. This shaping creates a flattering
transition from the underarm span to the yoke, around the curved area of the arms, helping to
eliminate some of the extra fabric that can bunch around the underarm on circular yoke
sweaters.The placement of the yoke motif has evolved with the fashions and trends of the time.
Early circular yoke sweaters had a shallow yoke motif close to the neckline. This seems to be a
development from sweaters with deep and decorative neck edgings on a set-in sleeve
construction. As the circular style evolved and the yoke motif became deeper, it was
recommended that there should be at least 1" (2.5 cm) of plain knitting at the lower yoke so the
motif wouldn’t become distorted by the underarm. At the time of writing, very deep yoke motifs
are popular, with the yoke motif extending the full depth of the yoke or even beyond.Generally,
circular yoke sweaters are seamless. Since the framework of the seams is omitted, structure
can be introduced in other ways. There are various strategies to consider that help limit the
amount a sweater might stretch out of shape, including gauge, yarn choice, sweater
construction, and stitch patterns. Use a cast-on or bound-off edge to stabilize the neckline



before working the neck finishing. A yoke motif that employs stranded stitch patterns, either as
colorwork or slipped stitches, helps limit the amount that the shoulders can stretch out. Cable
crosses and twisted stitches also curb over-stretching.“The neckline is a bit on the wide side,
but I didn’t want the overall fit to seem too messy. So in this instance, with a wider than
standard neckline, I decided to make the yoke depth a bit shallower than it might be. I reduced
the yoke depth by about 1 D2–1" less than is normally recommended for a yoke sweater to
compensate for this.” —AMY GUNDERSON

Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks: 20 Patterns for Flawless Cardigans, Pullovers, Tees and
More, Amy Herzog's Ultimate Sweater Book: The Essential Guide for Adventurous Knitters,
The Nordic Knitting Primer: A Step-by-Step Guide to Scandinavian Colorwork, Knitting for
Radical Self-Care: A Modern Guide, No-Sew Knits: 20 Flattering, Finish-Free Garments,
Knitwear Design Workshop: A Comprehensive Guide to Handknits, 280 Japanese Lace
Stitches: A Dictionary of Beautiful Openwork Patterns, Norah Gaughan's Twisted Stitch
Sourcebook: A Breakthrough Guide to Knitting and Designing, Elemental Knits, Coffeehouse
Knits: Knitting Patterns and Essays with Robust Flavor, Seamless (or Nearly Seamless) Knits,
Circular Knitting Workshop: Essential Techniques to Master Knitting in the Round, Knit Fold
Pleat Repeat: Simple Knits, Gorgeous Garments, Knit to Flatter: The Only Instructions You'll
Ever Need to Knit Sweaters that make You Look Good and Feel Great!, Knitting Sweaters
(Idiot's Guides), Knitting the Perfect Fit: Essential Fully Fashioned Shaping Techniques for
Designer Results, Top-Down Crochet Sweaters: Fabulous Patterns with Perfect Fit, Increase,
Decrease: 99 Step-by-Step Methods, Top-Down Knit Sweaters: 16 Versatile Styles Featuring
Texture, Lace, Cables, and Colorwork, The Knitter's Book of Socks: The Yarn Lover's Ultimate
Guide to Creating Socks That Fit Well, Feel Great, and Last a Lifetime, Warm Weather Knits,
Mary Thomas's Book of Knitting Patterns (Dover Knitting, Crochet, Tatting, Lace), The
Colorwork Bible: Techniques and Projects for Colorful Knitting, Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible:
260 Exquisite Patterns by Hitomi Shida

Cynthia S. Harrell, “lovely intermediate patterns, a few mistakes. I've made 3 sweaters from this
book (Altheda, Dover, and Morris, left to right) since March, & generally enjoyed them all. (&
they're wearable & lovely!). The techniques are definitely intermediate, which makes the
sweaters fun - each of them has something unusual about the ribbing for example, or the way
increases are handled in the top-down sweaters. The charts are clear, but be aware Morris has
a few mistakes - I was able to correct for them, but it might be harder if you don't have cable
experience. Also note that each sweater is by a different designer, so notation & charting isn't
standardized through the book. Sizing also varies, but all of the sweaters go up to at least a 48"
bust, & most have larger sizes too. Overall, really excellent, & there are at least 2 more
sweaters I'd like to make!”

Joyce A. Hudgens, “Cover best. Cover photo sweater is my favorite and the reason I ordered
this book.  There are several other sweaters  that I liked, so consider this a good purchase.”

Cinmira, “Filled with tons of ideas to make your own designs. A great formula book. It has
lovely patterns from well-known designers. But it also explains all the math and concepts
behind creating your own topdown, color work, yoke sweaters - so you can create your very
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own masterpieces.”

midge1, “I want to knit almost every pattern here.. Brilliant book. Beautiful patterns with equally
beautiful pictures. There are about 15 patterns in yarns of varying weights. Patterns are easy
to follow although I'm an experienced knitter. Sizes: I'm a 10-12 but the 2nd smallest size fit.
Hope this helps someone.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great patterns clear instructions. Great patterns that knit true to sizes
given... but be aware the range of sizes are different from jumper to jumper so don’t assume
you will be ‘second’ size etc in all jumpers. Have a good range of challenging techniques not
often found in other patterns so good for increasing knowledge too.”

salisbury, “Advanced knitting book.. I have given this book5* because it is very good but I think
American. You need to be an accomplished knitter and many of the terms are not those
commonly found in English patterns. However there are some excellent videos and
explanations online.”

the book worm, “i love this knitting book. it is so interesting to read,, and simple instructions,, I
am locking forward to my first project”

AnyaLulu, “Awesome!. This book -wow - amazing patterns only one thing missing - Ravelry
code to download so you have individual patterns - book to heavy and big for travel knitting”

The book by Kerry Bogert has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 297 people have provided feedback.
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